Electroencephalogram alpha-to-theta ratio over left fronto-temporal region correlates with negative symptoms in schizophrenia.
Negative symptoms impair outcomes on occupational functioning, social interaction and interpersonal relationships in patients with schizophrenia. Past researchers have reported reduced alpha and increased theta and delta spectral powers on quantitative EEG recordings in those with prominent negative symptoms. Present analysis aimed at exploring the relationships between lower-frequency EEG powers and negative symptoms, in schizophrenia, over a period of naturalistic antipsychotic treatment. Fifteen right-handed drug-free/drug-naïve schizophrenia patients (N=15;M=12,F=3) were recruited and assessed on PANSS. Spontaneous 192-channel resting-state EEG was recorded at baseline, and PANSS rating was repeated at 4 weeks. Baseline EEGs of patients were compared to 15 age-sex-handedness matched controls. Non-significant differences emerged between patient and controls in terms of socio-demographic characteristics. Over left frontal and left temporal regions, baseline ratio of alpha/theta power (bATR) was significantly lower (p<0.001) in patients, correlated negatively with baseline PANSS negative score (PNS) (p<0.05); and over 4-weeks of antipsychotic treatment, left temporal bATR correlated positively with relative improvements in PNS. Reduced alpha power over frontal regions might imply altered arousal and/or impaired attentional process, while abnormal theta range oscillations may relate to impairments in working memory via their influences on theta-gamma coupling. Our findings suggest left-predominant deficiencies in these processes might mediate negative symptoms. Further, since ATR might reflect integrity of certain cognitive processes, those with a higher bATR might possess better cognitive resource at baseline and therefore experience greater improvement in negative symptoms with antipsychotic treatments, at least during the first 4 weeks.